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Wanna see a magic trick? I'm going to translate all the laws
that banned ukrainian language from 1627 year up to 1990,
and I will also write some details. This is going to be a list of the
most important bans, and it's going to be extremely long so get
ready!

1627 year - order of tsar Myhailo to burn all of the Gospels written by Kyrylo Stavrovetskoho

1690 year - ban pf book written by Petr Mohyla, Baranovych, Stavrovetskyi, Radyvelovskyi,

Polotskyi

1720 year - order of Petr the First to ban all book printing in Ukrainian and exclude

Ukrainian texts from religious books

1729 year - order of Petr the Second to rewrite all Ukrainian laws in ruzzian

1763 year - order of Catherine the Second to ban education in Ukrainian in Kyivo-

Mohylianska academy

1769 year - ban from ruzzian church on using Ukrainian ABC book(буквар)

1775 year - all Ukrainian school that worked with Cossacs offices were closed

1784 year - education in Kyivo-Mohylianskii academy was made to be in ruzzian

1786 - all the prayers and ceremonies in churches must be held in ruzzian

1780 year - Rzeczpospolita closes all Ukrainian schools

1808 year - Ruskiy(by Kyivam Rus) university in Lviv is closed because on the two faculties

some of the subject were taught in Ukrainian language

1817 year - all school in the west part of Ukraine have to taught kids in Polish language

1862 year - Ukrainian Sunday schools for adults were closed

1863 year - so called "Valuevski tsirkuliar", which said, quoting "malorus language never

existed and never will be able to exist"

1864 year - law that said that all of the lessons in elementary school have to be taught in

ruzzian
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1876 - order of Oleksandr the Third (Emskyi order) that banned all the import (even in one

person) of books in Ukrainian

1881 year - ban of education and speaking prayers in Ukrainian

1884 year - ban of Ukrainian histrionics anywhere in so called "Malorussia"

1888 year - Oleksandr the Third banned using of Ukrainian in official organization and

baptism that used Ukrainian names

1892 ban of translation ruzzian books to Ukrainian

1895 - ban of printing books for kids reading if they're in Ukrainian

1908 year - by ruzzian law it was considered that ukrainian language, culture and education

are toxic and dangerous and a threat to safety

1910 year - Ukrainian printing books offices and cultural units are closed, lessons in

universities in Ukrainian are banned

1914 year - ban of celebrating century of Taras Shevchenko, order of Mylola the Second to

ban all the journals and newspapers and any other sort of media in Ukrainian

1914-1916 - ban of Ukrainian word, education and church in the west part of Ukraine

1924 year - law of Poland republic that limited using of Ukrainian in courts, administrations

and schools

1933 year - Stalin ordered to end Ukrainization

1938 year - obligated studying of ruzzian language in all of the uzzr republics and regions

1947 year - operation "Visla", when ukrainians were deported to different part of Poland

1958 year - law which said that "studying second (actually native for republics) language isn't

mandatory"

1973 year - ban of "Aeneid" anniversary, which was officially considered as book that was

written in "official, literaturic/literary/bookish ukrainian"

1978 year - law about making education in ruzzian in all of the republics of uzzr better than it

was

1983 - additional laws about making education in ruzzian better, which said that teachers

will got more money and classes should be divided on two groups

1990 - ruzzian considered official language in uzzr 

Luckily not for so long lol 

That's the end my friends! Thanks for your attention.  

Anyway, now I can send this to vatniks and ask them if ruzzian has or ever had at least half of

all these bans lmao
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